
Holmes Junior High Orchestra Program 
Grading Scale  

 
The following document will give you a point-by-point scale of each assignment of the 
class upon which you will be graded.  Your quarter grades will be combined to derive the 
final semester grade. The grading scale and assignments may vary in number or type, and 
assignments can be added or removed at any point during the semester.  
Please contact Mr. Moreno at amoreno@djusd.net with any questions.  
 

Assignment Points earned 
Daily participation- attendance, pencil, music, instrument, cooperation 
 

5 points daily 

Concert Report- including write up and program 
 

50 points 

Quizzes and assignments- sight check tuning, sight check performing, 
accessory checks, video write-ups, audio recordings, classroom paper 
work/forms. 

10-50 points each 

Seating Auditions 
You will be graded on your competency of the music as well as your technical control 

on your instrument 

100 pts 

80 Weekly Practice Minutes 
Turned in at the end of each quarter 

25 pts/week  

Sectional rehearsals (in class) 
Bi-Monthly 

50 pts each  

Dress Rehearsals- any group rehearsal held outside of class time 
 

100 points each 

Performances 
 

200 points 

 
Note:  Extra credit assignments are offered to make up for lost quarterly points:  
You are allowed up to 100 points extra credit per quarter.  
 
Extra Credit Opportunities: 
Concert report (50 points), rehearsal or concert setup (25 points), extra practice minutes 
(80 min is worth 25 points), performance outside of school (25 points-2 allowed per 
quarter), music research paper on a piece of music or composer we are working on in 
class (50 points-one allowed per quarter), program notes (25 points)  
Talk to Mr. Moreno for additional extra credit opportunities. 
 

Semester grades will be based on the following 
percentages of the combined total quarterly points. 
90% - 100% A 
80% - 89% B 
70% - 79% C 
60% - 69% D 
59% and below F 

 


